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SOLUTION BRIEF

Despite their inherent management pain, passwords serve
an important security purpose. However, in today’s world
that’s increasingly driven by Google, apps and devices,
passwords and what they protect have morphed into
something new—personal identities. It only makes sense
that security and identity management meet face-to-face,
namely with standards-based, federated single sign-on
(SSO). With identity management, identities are secured,
but these solutions also eliminate the multiple login and
password management headache.

PROBLEM SOLVED
Safeguard employee, customer and partner identities with
Ping‘s standards-based cloud identity solutions for Google
Apps and other apps.

ELIMINATE MULTIPLE LOGIN HEADACHES
With the Ping Identity Google Apps Connector, users simply
sign on to the corporate network to access all of their Google
Apps. Plus, to accommodate devices and clients without
SSO support, our password manager allows you to create a
complex, random password to use for authentication.

SAY “YES” TO BYOD
Uneasy about personal devices? The Ping Identity Google
Apps Connector includes a Google Password Manager app
that allows users to accommodate their mobile devices with
random passwords they can generate and update.

GAIN CONTROL AND SECURITY WITH
AUTOMATED CLOUD USER PROVISIONING

and token authorization evaluates user attributes and directs

Streamline cloud user provisioning and automatically enable

version of a website.

and disable users to prevent unauthorized access. With our
automated cloud user provisioning, you can automatically
create, update and disable Google Apps accounts based on
an employee’s lifecycle.

users accordingly; for example, to the preferred language

ENJOY 100% CLOUD-BASED IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT
No need for on-premises user stores, hardware or servers.
Ping Identity gives you 100% cloud-based user identity

CONTROL WHEN, WHERE AND HOW USERS
CAN ACCESS GOOGLE APPS AND OTHERS

management directly in Google Apps.

Centralize IT control of cloud access with adaptive federation

DEPLOY IN A MATTER OF MINUTES

by defining policies to address a very flexible set of user

Quickly setup Google as your user directory in as little as 30

access scenarios. Authentication rules permit access to

minutes. Ping Identity solutions work with your existing identity

Google Apps based on rules such as IP address, device or

and application infrastructures and easily accommodate

even the time of day. Authentication chaining performs

additional software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications.

multi-factor authentication leveraging various methods,

“

When you interview business stakeholders about their business pain and
frustration around IAM, you hear the same complaints over and over again:
among others, too many passwords, too much time spent waiting for the
right access to applications and data, and too slow a process for onboarding
a business partner. The inability to access applications in a timely fashion

”

will affect your company’s ability to serve your customers well.

Forrester – Simplify Identity and Access Management Processes to Reduce Costs, Increase Business
Efficiency, and Make Users Happy
®

WHY PING IDENTITY?
Ping delivers standards-based SSO support for Google Apps, allowing enterprise users to access Gmail, Google Docs, Google Apps
Marketplace and more via browser, mobile and desktop apps, along with all of the other applications we support.

LEVERAGE THE SECURITY OF NEXT-GEN IDENTITY
Ping delivers standards-based identity security that meets workforce, partner and customer needs for secure access to the
applications and resources they use every day. Our industry-leading identity solution:
•

Scales identity management capabilities to web pages or APIs on any device or browser.

•

Operates with any identity management solution so you’re free to choose whatever technology you need.

•

Reduces operational cost and complexity by being managed in the cloud.

DON’T KNOW WHICH GOOGLE APPS SOLUTION IS BEST FOR YOU?
Our product specialists are available to help you determine which solutions best fit your needs. Dial U.S. toll-free 877.898.2905 or
+1.303.468.2882, email us at sales@pingidentity.com or visit pingidentity.com.

Ping Identity is the leader in Identity Defined Security for the borderless enterprise, allowing employees, customers and partners access to the applications they need. Protecting over one
billion identities worldwide, the company ensures the right people access the right things, securely and seamlessly. More than half of the Fortune 100, including Boeing, Cisco, Disney, GE,
Kraft Foods, TIAA-CREF and Walgreens, trust Ping Identity to solve modern enterprise security challenges created by their use of cloud, mobile, APIs and IoT. Visit pingidentity.com.
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